Does commenting on students’ writing in a purely online environment impact the way we offer written feedback?
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Best practices: (Adapted from *Grading Student Writing: A Guide for Instructors, 2018*)
• Planned (Aligned with learning outcomes)
• Consolidated (A few salient points vs every weakness)
• Comprehensible (Complete sentences vs cryptic abbreviations: “awk”)
• Accessible (Conversational vs cold in tone)
• Timely (Feedback offered in time to impact performance on next assignment)

CAC Team Tips:
1) Refer to what “the reader” is experiencing when commenting (e.g., ”the reader expects a transition between these sentences”), so the student gets the concept of writing to communicate to an audience. This term also helps keep things neutral and objective
2) Refer students to useful external sources using hyperlinks and screenshots/copy and pasted text with source acknowledgement (e.g., collocation dictionary, academic phrasebank, list of transitional words, comma rules)
3) Write like you talk: use all tools at your disposal (humour, emoticons, etc.) to make comments as much like “you” as possible (“awk” isn’t like you at all!)
4) Focus on where the student is NOW in their writing, and provide feedback that focuses on whatever the steps are to get them ONE step above that place, one step at a time
5) If there is a pattern of weak paragraph structure, provide a sample paragraph with explicit annotations explaining its structure
6) Use 3 highlight strategy: one colour for strengths, one for confusion, one for errors; followed up by a birds-eye comment on the whole. Be specific about identifying strengths along with the specifics on identifying errors.
7) Differentiate feedback provided on rough drafts and feedback provided on final submission (Offer suggestions on drafts; point out strengths/future opportunities on final versions)
8) Provide focused feedback on grammar (note trends rather than pointing out every error)
9) At the start of the course, explain and provide clarification on types of feedback/comments you will give
10) Create glossary/guide to define and clarify meaning of key language used in written feedback
11) Be encouraging!
One study: Gausch et al. (2013): “Effects of feedback on collaborative writing in an online learning environment”

Research questions: 1) What type of online written feedback improves the writing quality? And 2) What type of online written feedback enhances student learning?

Key finding: Instructor feedback that is both epistemic (feedback refers to requests for explanations and/or clarifications in a critical way) and suggestive (includes advice on how to proceed or progress and invites exploration, expansion, or improvement of an idea) has the greatest impact on both the quality of student writing and student learning.

Small group discussions:

1. What are you currently doing that is working well?
2. What is one aspect you would like to improve?

Small group discussion summary:

1. To improve:
   A. being concise! One participant noted that it was “hard to shut up on screen”; there are no margins giving you limits on how much you can say! One solution might be to limit written comments to little things, and to make an audio or video recording for the “bigger” things or lengthier explanations.
   - CourseSpaces had an easy tool for audio recording feedback, and Brightspace has one for audio and video.
   B. Barriers to being online all the time; hard copies are portable and give us a rest from screen time. A solution might be to print assignments, grade by hand, and scan (if there aren’t too many and resources allow) or to use a tablet/stylus device to comment by hand on a pdf.
   C. Seeing the bigger picture beyond the smaller grammatical and citation issues
   D. Focusing on next steps, rather than using “awk” or “needs revision”

2. Going well:
   A. Use of other tools and strategies in addition to written feedback: audio/video feedback
   B. Having students use our rubrics to mark their own work or other students’ work, so that all the burden of feedback/audience response isn’t on the instructor; consolidate peer reviewers’ and your own feedback into a few sentences, or compare a student’s grade of various aspects of their own work to yours to identify where they’re doing better/worse than they think.
   C. Having students identify potential areas of weakness and strength in their own work as part of their formative feedback (in “comments” for instructor to respond to; this can help speed up feedback and keep it focused)
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